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Low cost and easily made bismuth tungstate (Bi2WO6) could be one of the key technologies to make 

chemicals and fuels from biomass, atmospheric carbon dioxide and water at low cost using solar radiation 

as energy source. Its narrow band gap (2.8 eV) enables ideal visible light (λ > 400 nm) absorption. Yet, it 

is the material’s shape, namely the superstructure morphology wisely created via a nanochemistry 

approach, which leads to better electron-hole separation and much higher photoactivity. Recent results 10 

coupled to the versatile photochemistry of this readily available semiconductor suggest that the practical 

application of nanochemistry-derived Bi2WO6 nanostructures for the synthesis of value-added fine 

chemicals and fuels production is possible. We describe progress in this important field of chemical 

research from a nanochemistry viewpoint, and identify opportunities for further progress. 

1. Introduction 15 

In a famous lecture1 at the International Congress of Applied 

Chemistry held in 1912, Giacomo Ciamician forecasted the future 

production of fuels and chemicals by means of artificial 

photosynthesis using the immense amount of solar energy 

received by the Earth each day, in place of utilising “fossil solar 20 

energy” (coal and oil, at that time; and also natural gas since the 

late 1950s). Fuels and chemicals production through solar energy, 

water and biomass, however, thus far has remained largely 

untapped. Only recently－thanks to sol-gel bioreactors2 in which 

the entrapped cells are alive after one year with constant 25 

photosynthetic activity－has this ultimate objective of chemical 

research commenced to achieve yields and photosynthetic 

stability levels worth to be taken into consideration from a 

practical viewpoint. 

 Continuing to burn coal and hydrocarbons, the global carbon 30 

dioxide emissions in the atmosphere have grown to a record high 

of 35.6 billion tons in 2012,3 not to mention the pollution 

problems related to the emissions of noxious substances including 

Hg derived from burning coal and methane. In short, one century 

after Ciamician’s insight into “the photochemistry of the future”,1 35 

we need to rapidly turn to solar energy for making useful energy 

(electricity and heat), and purposeful chemicals. 

 One good news is that today’s low cost photovoltaics and solar 

thermal technologies have been impacting the way we create 
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electricity and low temperature heat, with impressive growth 

figures recorded in wealthy as well as in developing countries. As 

a representative example, as of early 2014, the world’s 

cumulative installed photovoltaic power exceeded 136 GW. In 50 

2000, the overall PV solar power deployed across the world was 

1.4 GW. 

 As early as 1972, Fujishima and Honda found that water can 

be split into O2 and H2 by irradiation of single crystal TiO2 anode 

connected with a Pt black cathode through an external load.4 55 

Since then, a great deal of research has been devoted to 

semiconductor photocatalysis.5-13 Thanks to nearly four decades 

of efforts by several groups worldwide, titania-based 

photocatalysis today is commercially employed for the oxidative 

degradation (mineralization) of pollutants mainly through adding 60 

photocatalytic titania in paints, photocatalytic concrete and 

ceramic tiles.14 Notably, such technology has not been applied 

commercially for organic synthesis or fuels production, even 

though some progress towards selective photosynthetic processes 

and fuels evolution using chemically doped titania has been 65 

achieved.8-12 

 For a practical system, an energy efficiency of at least 10% is 

necessary,15 but the efficiency of TiO2-based cells can never 

attain the specified solar-to-hydrogen 10% level since with the 

large band gap semiconductor TiO2 absorbs only ultraviolet 70 

photons (λ < 400 nm), which account for about 4% of the sunlight, 

leading to a photoconversion efficiency less than 2.2 % under air 

mass (AM) 1.5 solar illumination.16 

 Visible light contributes about 50% of solar radiation, and is 

freely and abundantly available across the globe. Considerable 75 

attention has therefore been paid to development of visible-light-

active materials.17-29 Traditional visible-light photocatalysts 

include metal chalcogenides17-20 and binary metal oxides 

composed of transition metal cations with dn or post-transition 
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metal cations with ns2 electronic configurations.23-29 However, the 

application of metal chalcogenides (e.g., CdS, CdSe, etc.) is 

significantly limited by their insufficient stability.19,20,30 

Transition metal oxides (e.g., Fe2O3, Co3O4, etc.) suffer from 

high resistivity due to the small polaron-dominated 5 

conductivity,27,31 which makes the photogenerated carrier 

extraction and transport difficult.32,33 As for post-transition metal 

oxides (e.g., PbO, Bi2O3, etc.), although the post-transition metal 

cations possess occupied high binding energy s states, giving rise 

to an O 2p metal p narrow band gap,29,34 the coupling between the 10 

filled cation s and anion p states generally results in an 

unfavorable indirect band gap35 (where band edge optical 

absorption varies with the square root of the photon energy).36 

This inevitably decreases the carrier extraction efficiencies. Some 

ultraviolet light-active oxides have been somehow turned into 15 

visible-light photocatalysts by substitutional doping with metal 

species, such as NixIn1-xTaO4
37 and V-, Fe-, or Mn-TiO2,

38 or 

with nonmetals elements, such as TiO2-xCx,
39,40 TiO2-xNx,

41 TiO2-

xSx;
42 including tantalum oxynitride.43 Nevertheless, their 

activities are often low and there is concern for the stability of 20 

substituted ions under reaction conditions.37-43 Consequently, in 

order to overcome the intrinsic limitations of binary metal oxides 

for next generation photocatalytic applications, it is of great 

importance to combine multiple cations to form functionalized 

ternary oxides with appropriate properties and performance. 25 

 On the other hand, bearing the energy crisis in mind, research 

chemists must devise new efficient methods using solar radiation 

as energy source to make chemicals from biomass in place of oil 

feedstock, and to produce fuels from water or excess atmospheric 

carbon dioxide obtained by fossil fuel combustion, to accumulate 30 

daily and seasonal intermittent solar energy. The progress on 

semiconductor-based photocatalytic selective organic 

transformations44-58 and solar water splitting59-65 highlights that 

the appropriate choice of semiconductors (e.g., tuning the 

structure, morphology and interface composition) along with 35 

optimization of process can impact these two objectives. 

 In this context, in 1999 Kudo and Hijii firstly synthesized 

ternary metal oxide direct semiconductor Bi2WO6 via 

conventional solid state reaction and utilized it for photocatalytic 

O2 evolution under visible light irradiation.66 Bi2WO6, as one of 40 

the simplest members of the Aurivillius family, is composed of 

perovskite-like [WO4]
2− layers sandwiched between bismuth 

oxide [Bi2O2]
2+ layers.67,68 Such structure favors the efficient 

separation of photogenerated electron-hole pairs and then 

improves the photocatalytic activity, which can be ascribed to the 45 

formed internal electric fields between the slabs.68,69 Due to its 

preferable band composition and unique layered structure, 

Bi2WO6 possesses several advantages as photocatalysts over the 

competing materials, especially in the view of practical 

applications, including its desirable visible light absorption, 50 

relatively high photocatalytic activity and good stability. 

Therefore, visible light-driven Bi2WO6 photocatalysts have 

attracted extensive research attention.68-101 Chemists discovered 

that nanostructured Bi2WO6 shows even more promising visible 

light photocatalytic activities.68-101 This was first demonstrated 55 

for the photocatalytic degradation of organics using Bi2WO6 

nanosheets, nanofibers, hierarchical architectures and ordered 

arrays,68-76,78-80,84,86-91 and later on for fuels production from 

carbon dioxide and water using Bi2WO6 nanoplates, microspheres, 

inverse opals and films.94-98 Afterwards, the highly selective 60 

synthetic processes capable to afford value-added oxygenated 

chemicals from glycerol, an eminent platform biochemical,102 and 

alcohols were achieved over flower-like and silica-entrapped 

Bi2WO6 using oxygen as oxidant in water under ultramild 

conditions.99-101 65 

 Thus far, three reviews on Bi2WO6 photocatalysts have been 

published.68,70,71 All three focus on non-selective chemical 

processes, including the degradation of organic pollutants as well 

as the disinfection of bacteria.68,70,71 However, no single review 

summarizes achievements with this class of visible light 70 

photocatalysts in the promising field of selective organic 

transformations and fuels production, which are the critical focus 

of the present study. 

 In it, we show how nanochemistry is actually used to make 

low-cost Bi2WO6 nanostructures that are efficient mediators for 75 

making highly active visible light photocatalysts for selective 

organic synthesis and fuels production, including aerobic 

oxidation of glycerol and alcohols,99-101 reduction of carbon 

dioxide to the fuels94,95 and water splitting for hydrogen 

evolution.96-98 The study is concluded by a discussion on practical 80 

aspects including results from recent applications of 

photocatalysis and issues of cost and materials availability, 

keeping a broad range of readers abreast of this significant 

current research fields, and casting a glance to the future 

perspective associated with Bi2WO6 nanostructure toward 85 

sustainable chemicals and fuels production. 

2. Bi2WO6 nanostructures 

Bi2WO6 consists of accumulated layers of corner-sharing WO6 

octahedral sheets and bismuth oxide sheets.66,90 The conduction 

band (CB) of Bi2WO6 is composed of the W5d orbital; its valence 90 

band (VB) is formed by the hybridization of the O2p and Bi6s 

orbitals, which not only makes the VB largely dispersed and thus 

results in a narrowed band gap of Bi2WO6 (2.8 eV) capable to 

absorb visible light (λ > 400 nm), but also favors the mobility of 

photogenerated holes for specific oxidation reaction.72 Such band 95 

structure indicates that charge transfer in Bi2WO6 upon 

photoexcitation occurs from the O2p+Bi6s hybrid orbitals to the 

empty W5d orbitals, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Band structure of Bi2WO6 photocatalyst. 100 
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Fig. 2 (a) TEM image of the Bi2WO6 nanoplates. (b, c) HRTEM images of rectangle A and B in a, respectively. (d) Anisotropic growth mechanism of 

Bi2WO6 nanoplates. Reprinted with permission from ref 72. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.

 It is now accepted that the efficiency of photocatalytic process 5 

is closely related to i) the generation of photogenerated electron-

hole pairs in the semiconductor photocatalysts, as well as to ii) 

the separation and utilization of the charge carriers. Optimization 

of these two phenomena guides the exploration of visible light-

driven photocatalysts.5-13,15-22,36-43,49-53,60-64,103-107 Furthermore, iii) 10 

controllable morphology was proven to be an essential factor to 

tune the electronic structure of photocatalysts obviously playing 

an important role in determining the overall photoactivity.56,107-118 

Over the past decade, great attention has been paid to Bi2WO6-

based photocatalysis, especially on tuning its nanostructure to 15 

optimize the photocatalytic performance.68-101 In 2005, Bi2WO6 

nanoplates with square laminar morphologies (Fig. 2a–c) were 

synthesized by a simple hydrothermal method.72 As illustrated in 

Fig. 2d, the formation of tiny crystalline nuclei occurs firstly in a 

supersaturated medium. Then tiny crystalline nuclei made of 20 

orthorhombic Bi2WO6 crystals grow to form irregular particles at 

the expense of smaller particles due to their energy difference in 

solubility according to the Gibbs-Thomson law.72 As the reaction 

continues, irregular particles dissolve; and a small laminar 

structure is formed which then develops into larger nanoplates 25 

due to anisotropic growth along the (001) plane parallel to the 

layered structure.72 Eventually, larger nanoplates are formed. 

 This work offered the first case to synthesize Bi2WO6 

nanostructure by a facile hydrothermal treatment,72 opening the 

route to the efficient fabrication of nano-architectured Bi2WO6. 30 

Afterwards indeed copious reports have been published that 

address new strategies to synthesize Bi2WO6 with specific 

configurations, including one-dimensional (1D) Bi2WO6 

(nanofibers73 and hollow tubes74), two-dimensional (2D) Bi2WO6 

(nanoplates94 and microdiscs75) and three-dimensional (3D) 35 

Bi2WO6 (flower-like,76,77,99,100 flake-ball,78,79 nest-like 

Bi2WO6,
80,81 microspheres,82-85 nanocages,87 hollow 

spheres,92,93,95 and inverse opals96). 

 Among these Bi2WO6 structures, the 3D assemblies have 

received more attention because of their unique architecture and 40 

properties.68,70,71,76-85,87,91-93,95,96,99,100  

 Hydro/solvothermal treatment is a predominant approach to 

construct 3D-structured Bi2WO6 due to the ease of the 

experimental process and high efficiency.68,70,71,76,78-85,92,99,100 The 

formation of 3D Bi2WO6 assemblies obtained through the 45 

hydro/solvothermal reactions often consists of three main steps: i) 

the formation of Bi2WO6 particles at the early stage, ii) the 

development of 2D nanoplates through anisotropic growth and 

Ostwald ripening process, and iii) the organization of 3D Bi2WO6 

structures from the corresponding 2D 50 

nanoplates.68,70,71,76,79,82,83,85,92 

 For instance, Wang’s group has reported a flower-like Bi2WO6 

superstructure (Fig. 3a–c) synthesized by a facile hydrothermal 

process without any surfactant or template.76 The formation 
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mechanism is depicted in Fig. 3d, which offers a typical example 

for the fabrication of 3D Bi2WO6 via the three-step procedure 

mentioned above.76  

 

 5 

 
Fig. 3 (a) SEM, (b) TEM images of an individual flower-like Bi2WO6 sphere. (c) TEM image of a Bi2WO6 peeled fragment. (d) The formation mechanism 

of flower-like Bi2WO6. Reprinted with permission from ref 76. Copyright 2007 Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Thereafter, a series of 3D structured Bi2WO6 have been 

constructed by tuning the experimental parameters (e.g., the 10 

precursor, reaction temperature, acidity of the medium, solvent or 

surfactant),77-85 which further enrich the Bi2WO6 structures’ 

nanochemistry world.77-85 

 In order to widen the potential applications of Bi2WO6, hollow 

nanostructures and ordered array of Bi2WO6 have also been 15 

developed due to their attractive physical and chemical 

properties.74,86,87,91,92,96,97 The templating method is the classical 

synthetic approach for hollow nanostructures and ordered 

arrays.86,87,91,96,97,119 In this regard, monodisperse silica spheres, 

polystyrene (PS) spheres and carbon spheres are often utilized as 20 

the hard templates due to their cost efficiency and easy 

manipulation.86,87,91,96,97 For example, Bi2WO6 nanocages have 

been successfully synthesized with colloidal carbon as the 

template by a refluxing process in ethylene glycol (EG), as shown 

in Fig. 4.87 25 

 
Fig. 4 (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of Bi2WO6 nanocages. Reprinted 

with permission from ref 87. Copyright 2009 American Chemical 

Society. 

 The use of EG could produce the complex of M (Bi3+ or WO4
2-) 30 

with –OH via coordination.87 During the refluxing process, the 

complex gradually decomposes to release the metal ions, 

followed by the reaction for producing Bi2WO6 crystals. As a 

result, Bi2WO6 grains coated carbon spheres are formed. In the 

calcination process, Bi2WO6 nanoparticles grow from these small 35 

grains and the nanocages are formed as replicas of the carbon 

sphere.87 

 Bi2WO6 arrays with the specific ordered structures have also 

been reported.96,97 Bahnemann and co-workers prepared Bi2WO6 

inverse opals through the evaporation-induced self-assembly 40 

method, as illustrated in Fig. 5a.96 The homogeneous amorphous 

complex chosen as the precursor produced in aqueous solution by 

complexation between low-cost metal salts (Bi(NO3)3 and 

H26N6O41W12·(xH2O) and diethylenetriaminepenta-acetic acid 

(H5DTPA). Starting from this complex precursor, crystallized 45 

Bi2WO6 with pure phase can be obtained at relatively low 

temperature, thus avoiding the destruction of the inverse-opal 

structure. As shown in Fig. 5b and 5c, Bi2WO6 inverse opals are 

easily obtained upon calcination removing the PS opal templates. 

Such Bi2WO6 inverse opals smartly integrate the merits of 50 

semiconductor Bi2WO6 and those of photonic crystals, including 

their optical and structural advantages for better performance.96 
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Fig. 5 (a) Schematic illustration of the preparation of Bi2WO6 inverse 

opals. (b, c) SEM images of Bi2WO6 inverse opals (inset of b: the 

absorption spectra of Bi2WO6 inverse opals and a reference Bi2WO6 film). 

Reprinted with permission from ref 96. Copyright 2011 Wiley-VCH. 5 

 Looking back to the development of Bi2WO6 structures from 

the earliest Bi2WO6 bulk powders produced by solid state 

reaction to 3D architectures or ordered arrays of Bi2WO6,
66,68-101 

we may realize that, owing to the evolution of nanomaterials,120 

more precise control of the Bi2WO6 structural and morphology 10 

configuration at atomic scale was achieved. This enables to tune 

the functional properties of Bi2WO6 for specific application, 

especially in the photocatalytic processes,66,68-101 as shown in the 

following sections. 

3. Bi2WO6 nanostructures for selective organic 15 

synthesis 

Although Bi2WO6 as a visible-light photocatalyst has been 

mainly utilized for non-selective degradation of organic 

pollutants or bacteria,68-93 recent reports demonstrate that 

applying nanostructured Bi2WO6 for selective organic 20 

transformations is a promising route for value-added chemicals 

synthesis.99-101 Xu and co-workers lately discovered that flower-

like Bi2WO6 can serve as a highly selective visible-light 

photocatalyst toward aerobic selective oxidation of glycerol, a 

renewable biomass chemical, to dihydroxyacetone (DHA) using 25 

oxygen as the unique oxidant in water at room temperature and 

atmospheric pressure.99 The flower-like Bi2WO6 nanostructure 

obtained from 8 h hydrothermal treatment shows optimum visible 

light photoactivity in terms of glycerol conversion and DHA 

yield. The main byproduct is found to be glyceraldehyde. Time-30 

online data in Fig. 6a reveal that the Bi2WO6 photocatalyst 

maintains its high selectivity to target product DHA at a high 

conversion with evolution of the reaction. In addition, DHA is 

easily desorbed from the surface of flower-like Bi2WO6, which is 

beneficial for obtaining high selectivity to the target product. The 35 

recycled activity tests indicate that the catalyst is stable towards 

aerobic oxidation of glycerol to DHA in water. 

 The cause and reaction mechanism for the high selectivity of 

DHA in water over Bi2WO6 under visible-light irradiation have 

been studied through a series of controlled experiments with 40 

radicals scavengers and physico-chemical characterization.99 Fig. 

6c shows that electron-hole pairs are generated over Bi2WO6 

under visible-light irradiation. The positive holes could oxidize 

the adsorbed glycerol on the surface of Bi2WO6 to the 

corresponding intermediate, which further reacts with oxygen or 45 

activated oxygen (e.g., O2
•–) to produce the target product DHA. 

The non-selective hydroxyl (•OH) radicals are not involved in 

this photocatalytic oxidation process, as confirmed by the 

characterization analysis and by control experiments (Fig. 6b).99 

 Inspired by the discovery of Bi2WO6 towards visible-light 50 

photocatalytic selective oxidation of glycerol,99 more recently, 

Xu’s group offered another evidence to further demonstrate the 

capability of Bi2WO6 photocatalyst in the field of selective 

organic transformations induced by visible-light illumination.100 

The team found that benzylic alcohols can be oxidized to the 55 

corresponding aldehydes with high selectivity in water over 

flower-like Bi2WO6 using oxygen as oxidant under mild 

conditions.100 Also in this case, the high chemoselective 

photocatalytic performance of Bi2WO6 toward oxidation of 

benzylic alcohols in water can be attributed to the mild oxidation 60 

power of Bi2WO6, the absence of hydroxyl radicals, and the 

weaker adsorption capacity of aldehydes compared to alcohols 

over the flower-like Bi2WO6.
100 
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Fig. 6 (a) Time-online photoactivity, (b) controlled experiments under N2-saturated atmosphere and using different radical scavengers and (c) proposed 

mechanism toward selective oxidation of glycerol to DHA in water over the Bi2WO6 with the hydrothermal treatment for 8 h under visible light irradiation 

(λ > 420 nm). Reprinted with permission from ref 99. Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry. 

  5 

 

 Overall, these findings encouragingly demonstrate the wide 

scope and potential of Bi2WO6 photocatalyst for chemical 

synthesis.99,100 Together our Groups recently reported a simple 

and feasible sol-gel encapsulation method to directly transform 10 

flower-like Bi2WO6 into an entrapped sol-gel leach-proof 

photocatalyst (Fig. 7) of enhanced activity.101 When such 

nanochemistry strategy is applied (eq.1), the visible-light 

photoactivity of Bi2WO6 toward aerobic selective conversion of 

glycerol to related products (i.e., dihydroxyacetone and 15 

glyceraldehydes) in water is greatly enhanced, while the high 

selectivity is retained. The results suggest that, even using 0.4 mg 

or 0.8 mg of visible-light-photoactive Bi2WO6, the conversion of 

glycerol over silica-entrapped Bi2WO6 after 4 h of visible-light 

irradiation is 2~3 times higher than that over 8 mg of non-20 

entrapped Bi2WO6.
99,101 

pmn

OHCH
HSiOWOBiWOBiOHCHSiO )@()( 6262243

3 →++
−  (1) 

 
Fig. 7 SEM picture of the silica-entrapped Bi2WO6 (the weight content of 

Bi2WO6 is 10%). Reprinted with permission from ref 101. Copyright 25 

2014 Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 The sol-gel silica encapsulation was found to contribute to the 

improved separation of photogenerated electron-hole pairs from 

Bi2WO6, as well as to the increased specific surface area with 

significant specific pore volume and thus to the enhanced 30 

adsorption capacity toward glycerol.99,101 Besides, the synergy 

between the silica matrix and photoactive entrapped Bi2WO6 

allows the tuneable control of both activity and selectivity for 
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photocatalytic oxidation of glycerol under visible-light 

irradiation, enabling a catalytic process capable to afford valued 

products at low cost with little or no waste generation.101 

 These results99-101 highlight the great potential of 

semiconductor Bi2WO6 with specific nano-architecture in 5 

photocatalytic selective organic synthesis in water under mild 

conditions, which represents a typical tenet of green and 

sustainable chemistry. In particular, the versatile nanochemistry 

of Bi2WO6 strongly suggests that there is a wide scope to advance 

the application of nanostructured Bi2WO6 in the field of 10 

photocatalytic selective organic redox reactions for the synthesis 

of value-added chemicals, instead of being stuck in the field of 

non-selective degradation processes.66,68-101 In brief, progress 

achieved in this area may pave the way toward several new 

efficient Bi2WO6-based photocatalytic systems for organic 15 

transformations for the green synthesis of a wide variety of 

chemicals. 

4. Bi2WO6 nanostructures to make fuels from 
CO2 and H2O 

The aggravating energy issues require mankind to turn to 20 

renewable and clean solar energy for making fuels. On the other 

hand, the combustion of coal and hydrocarbons greatly increases 

the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere and leads to the 

formation of fine particulate matter, which is polluting the air of 

large regions of the world. In this regard, the efficient 25 

photocatalytic conversion of CO2 into valuable solar fuels such as 

methane or methanol might address future energy supply demand 

and mitigate CO2 emissions.8 Hitherto, two pioneering 

discoveries using photoactive B2WO6 to make fuels have been 

reported.94,95 30 

 In 2011, Zou and co-workers reported a remarkable increase in 

the CO2 reduction with water to yield CH4 over B2WO6 square 

nanoplates (Fig. 8a−c) under visible-light irradiation as compared 

to yield over B2WO6 made by solid state reaction (SSR).94 In 

detail, the CH4 production rate increases from 0.045 µmol g−1 h−1 35 

for the SSR sample to 1.1 µmol g−1 h−1 for the nanoplate catalyst 

(Fig. 8d).94 

 Considering that the band gap of B2WO6 nanoplates is very 

close to that of SSR sample, the photoactivity enhancement 

should mainly be ascribed to geometrical factors. Firstly, 40 

reducing the nanoplate lateral dimension to the nanometer length 

scale offers a higher specific surface area. Secondly, the ultrathin 

geometry of the nanoplate enhances the charge carriers mobility 

from the bulk onto the surface where they participate in the 

photoreduction reaction. Thirdly, the preferentially exposed (001) 45 

crystal plane of the nanoplates is more effective than other crystal 

planes.94 

 
Fig. 8 (a) TEM, (b) HRTEM and (c) structural model of Bi2WO6 square 

nanoplate. (d) CH4 generation over nanoplates and the SSR sample under 50 

visible-light irradiation (λ > 420 nm). Reprinted with permission from ref 

94. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. 

 In 2012, Huang and co-workers synthesized Bi2WO6 hollow 

microspheres (HMSs) via an anion exchange strategy based on 

the Kirkendall effect and utilized it for photocatalytic reduction 55 

of CO2 to methanol.95 Such HMSs afford a 32.6 µmol g−1 of 

methanol formation yield, which is 25.5 times higher than that 

(1.28 µmol g−1) of bulk Bi2WO6 prepared by solid state reaction 

under the same conditions. Again, this enhancement was 

attributed to the hierarchical hollow architectures endowed by 60 

Bi2WO6 hollow microspheres with more surface active sites and 

better morphology for the same spacial charge transfer from the 

bulk of the nanocrystals to the surface.95 In addition, Bi2WO6 

HMSs display no photoactivity decrease in the recycling 

experiments. This work shows that hierarchical inorganic 65 

materials with hollow interiors may provide a generalized design 

strategy to achieve better photocatalytic efficiency of CO2 

conversion by microstructure modulation. 

 From a practical viewpoint, the optimization of the reaction 

system is required, especially in the adsorption capacity for CO2 70 

of the photocatalyst and in the availability of the photogenerated 

charge carriers for reaction, prior to quenching of electron and 

holes at the material’s outer surface. Finally, to close the 

materials cycle, atmospheric CO2 easily fixed and desorbed using 

diamine-functionalized silica gel,121 will be utilized to 75 

photocatalytically convert it into fuels methanol or methane. 

 Photocatalytic water splitting into hydrogen and oxygen is 

perhaps the most important goal of contemporary research in 

chemistry aimed to alleviate the energy and environmental crises. 

Although the reduction potential of electron in Bi2WO6 is not 80 

sufficient to reduce H+ to obtain H2,
66,72,89,90 three recent works 

clearly showed that photocatalytic water splitting on Bi2WO6 can 

be achieved by applying an external potential to produce clean 

solar hydrogen.96-98 Bi2WO6 inverse opals used as photoanode, 

for instance, are effective in photoelectrochemical water 85 

splitting.96 Results in Fig. 9a show that the evolution rate of H2 is 

4.5µmol h−1 cm−2. The measured anodic photocurrent is 0.25 mA 

cm−2, from which a theoretical H2 evolution rate of 4.7 µ mol h−1 
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cm−2 is derived. This result indicates that the photocurrent is 

almost entirely employed for water splitting. Such phenomenon 

has also been observed for the Bi2WO6 2D ordered arrays 

prepared by a simple self-assembly procedure.97 As compared to 

the conventional photoanode with similar thickness, the Bi2WO6 5 

2D array photoanode exhibits a much higher photocurrent density 

and photon-to-H2 conversion efficiency even with a small amount 

of Bi2WO6 (Fig. 9b). This can be ascribed to the superior light 

scattering, more efficient photogenerated hole diffusion and 

larger surface area of the Bi2WO6 2D array structure.97 10 

Furthermore, the photocurrent and morphology of the Bi2WO6 

electrode are stable under the working conditions employed by 

the team,97 which is obviously crucial from the applicative 

viewpoint. 

 Finally, in 2012 Amal and co-workers developed a Bi2WO6 15 

film via transforming anodized WO3 film into Bi2WO6 by 

substituting the intercalated water molecules with [Bi2O2]
2+ in a 

hydrothermal treatment.98 The resultant Bi2WO6 film is readily 

used as electrode to produce anodic photocurrent and H2 

evolution on the Pt counter electrode under visible light 20 

irradiation.98 When an applied voltage of 1.0 V versus Pt (two-

electrode system) is applied, H2 gas evolution rate remains 

approximately constant at 0.1 µmol h−1 within the first 4 h of 

visible-light illumination. 

 These preliminary results definitely corroborate the feasibility 25 

of Bi2WO6 photocatalyst for hydrogen evolution under visible-

light irradiation with an external potential.96-98 Although its 

photon energy conversion is not at the stage of practical use, the 

potential of this technology for producing a clean fuel as solar 

hydrogen106 is great in view of three aspects. Firstly, the faradaic 30 

efficiency using Bi2WO6 photoanode can reach ca. 100%; that is, 

the photocurrent is almost completely employed for hydrogen 

production. Secondly, there is wide room to optimize the 

efficiency of Bi2WO6 for making fuels by nanochemistry 

methods to tune the material’s nanostructure and morphology. 35 

Thirdly, the photoelectrochemical activity of Bi2WO6 can be 

further improved by modification or doping strategies of the 

Bi2WO6 photoanode, in addition to the electrode architecture 

construction. 

 40 

Fig. 9 H2 and O2 evolution on (a) Bi2WO6 inverse opals electrode with an external potential of 0.8 V and (b) Bi2WO6 2D array photoanode at a potential of 

0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl under visible-light irradiation (λ > 400 nm). The insets are the corresponding SEM images. Reprinted with permission from ref 96 and 

ref 97. Copyright 2011 and 2013 Wiley-VCH. 

 

 45 

 

5. Outlook and conclusions 

“Given the difficulties associated with homogeneous routes 

employed so far for artificial photosynthesis”, wrote Bard in 

1995, “heterogeneous arrays will be needed for high-efficiency 50 

solar energy conversion, with new semiconductor materials and 

multielectron catalysts likely to emerge as key components of 

such heterogeneous arrays, perhaps with small metal clusters or 

films to protect the semiconductor surface”.15 Twenty years later 

new semiconductor materials and heterogenization strategies are 55 

indeed leading to promising results. New semiconductor 

materials such as Bi2WO6 are used to overcome some of the 

practical barriers encountered in attempts to utilize the solar 

spectrum,66,68-101 while heterogenization via sol-gel encapsulation 

in highly porous silica has opened the route to both highly stable 60 

photosynthetic bioreactors2 and visible-light photocatalysts for 

selective organic synthesis.101 The transparency, stabilization and 

high surface area of the silica matrix allow light penetration, 

promote the separation efficiency of the photogenerated electron-

hole pairs and drastically enhance adsorption capacity toward the 65 

substrate. Control of the sol-gel cage, namely of the confined 

nanoenvironment surrounding the entrapped photoactive species, 

can tune the efficiency and selectivity of the photocatalyst, 

making truly green chemical process possible.101 

 As emphasized by Steinfeld,122 efficiency concerns the 70 

economy of processes, and thus industry. Sustainability, however, 

is about closing the energy and materials cycles. Hence, if the use 

of renewable solar energy closes the energy cycle, the use of 

renewable carbon feedstock is required to make chemical 

synthetic processes truly sustainable. In this respect, the highly 75 

selective processes, during which bioglycerol, alcohols, 
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atmospheric CO2 and water are turned into fine chemicals and 

fuels over Bi2WO6 nanostructures, are truly promising. The latest 

advances in this field mostly rely on developing various 

techniques for fabricating nanostructured Bi2WO6 

photocatalysts.94-101 In other words, the nanochemistry strategies 5 

used to make photoactive Bi2WO6 nanostructures with specific 

architectures or with sol-gel encapsulation allow to extend the 

application of nanostructured Bi2WO6-based photocatalysts to 

organic synthesis and fuels production. 

 Although well-developed Bi2WO6-based photocatalytic 10 

systems remain scanty, and controllability of these systems is 

expected to be further improved for practical applications, 

research in this area is clearly progressing. Studies on Bi2WO6 

photocatalysis began only a decade ago, namely nearly three 

decades after the 1974 discovery of TiO2 electrodes for 15 

photocatalytic water splitting under UV light irradiation.4,66 The 

much younger field of visible-light Bi2WO6 photocatalysis may 

learn some appropriate approaches from ultraviolet-light TiO2, 

catalysis.123 The development of TiO2 photocatalysts from 

fundamental studies to practical application indeed provides 20 

inspiration for the community to steer and promote the advances 

of Bi2WO6 visible-light photocatalyst systems. For example, 

nanostructured Bi2WO6 with specific morphology or exposed 

crystalline plane have been fabricated to increase the surface area 

and enhance the photocatalytic activity.68,70-73,86,89,94 Moreover, 25 

hierarchical Bi2WO6 has also been developed to combine the 

advantages of high photocatalytic performance from 

nanostructures with easy recycling of hierarchical architectures, 

moving Bi2WO6 photocatalysis closer to applicability to 

commercial processes.68,70,71,76,79,80,84,87,95,99,100 30 

 In most applications of TiO2 photocatalysis, fixed-bed reactor 

configurations with immobilized particles or semiconductor 

ceramic membranes are employed.5 In the typical fixed-bed 

photocatalytic reactor, the photocatalyst is coated on the walls of 

a solid-supported matrix, or around the casing of the light 35 

source.124 However, the most notable drawback of these reactors 

is the low surface area-to-volume ratio.5 Photochemistry 

practitioners recently emphasized125 that, in order to find 

application in organic synthesis, photocatalytic syntheses must be 

intensified through the use of large area photoreactors under flow 40 

in which the photons acting as a reagent are introduced as a 

stream (flux), so that the flow rate can be precisely tailored to 

match the photon stream and the quantum yield of the substrate. 

In this respect, the sol-gel approach holds great promise for better  

utilization of Bi2WO6 semiconductor in synthetic organic 45 

chemistry. 

 In the late 1980s, the broad photochemistry of sol-gel doped 

glasses was pioneered by Avnir and co-workers.126 The 

application of those achievements has mainly been confined to 

develop highly sensitive sol-gel sensors and biosensors,127 many 50 

of which are now commercialized, and protective optical 

coatings.128 Now, the sol-gel entrapment methodology can be 

extended to develop cost-effective and highly selective 

heterogeneous photocatalysis for organic synthesis. 

Straightforward deposition of sol-gel entrapped nanostructured 55 

bismuth tungstate as a thin film over the inner surface of tube 

macroflow photoreactor will afford the required high 

productivities while working under visible-light irradiation, 

avoiding altogether the use of ultraviolet-light,. 

 The resulting doped sol-gel glasses show long-term chemical 60 

and physical stability, while low cost and easily made Bi2WO6 

nanostructures make the case for economically viable processes. 

Followed by Mexico, China (6,500 tonnes out of 8,900 tonnes 

mining production in the world in 2010) is the major producer of 

mined bismuth.129 In addition, bismuth, a metal element with 65 

unusually low toxicity, is obtained as byproduct of extraction of 

other metals, such as lead, copper, tin, molybdenum and 

tungsten.130 The incremental annual production of bismuth 

throughout the past century indicates the sustainability of its 

production.131 Tungsten is abundant and low cost (currently 45 70 

USD/kg) with China mining nearly 85% of the tungsten globally 

mined in 2012.132 

 Under such circumstances, there are good reasons to be 

optimistic that Bi2WO6-based photocatalyst systems will become 

increasingly useful for making chemicals and clean fuels, 75 

eventually findings widespread application. Along with 

developments in nanoscience and technology, numerous 

opportunities will emerge to enhance our capability to advance 

semiconductor photocatalysts into a versatile and powerful tool 

for wide applications in chemicals synthesis and fuels production 80 

beyond we have realized to date. We envisage a not too distant 

future in which sol-gel entrapped Bi2WO6 will be expanded from 

basic science to make valued chemicals in photoreactors working 

under ultramild conditions. Eventually many commercially 

relevant reactions for the synthesis of valued chemicals from 85 

biomass, as well as fuels from carbon dioxide and water, will be 

carried out in similar photoreactors providing a powerful 

chemical tool contributing to make the realization of the 

Ciamician’s dream closer. 
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